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An algebra of boundary operators is constructed for a multiply connected finite
plate with transverse shear deformation, which is then used to solve the boundary
integral equations arising from the representation of the solution in terms of
modified single layer and double layer potentials. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of plates with transverse shear deformation is an improve-
ment on Kirchhoff’s classical model in that it yields more complete and
accurate information on the physical process of bending. Mathematically,
however, this is a much more complex object, since it replaces the
two-dimensional biharmonic equation and the customary two boundary
conditions with a system of three second order partial differential equa-
tions and three conditions on the contour.
1 Ž .The work of one of the authors C.C. was supported in part by a grant from the Carnegie
Trust for the Universities of Scotland.
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Since the solutions to problems based on this theory are, as a rule,
difficult to obtain explicitly, practitioners are looking for useful representa-
tions that make numerical approximations easier. In this paper we indicate
such representations by means of modified single layer and double layer
potentials for finite plates whose middle section is a multiply connected
Ž . Ž .domain. Specifically, the Dirichlet displacement , Neumann traction ,
Ž .and mixed in a certain sense boundary value problems are reduced to
boundary integral equations, which are then rigorously solved in spaces of
distributions with the help of a special algebra of boundary operators
intrinsically connected with the problems. The method can be adapted
without difficulty to other types of boundary conditions}for example,
those corresponding to simply supported plates, where the third compo-
nent of the displacement vector and the bending and twisting moments are
prescribed at each point of the boundary. The solution of this type of
problem, already obtained by the authors for a connected plate, will be
published elsewhere.
Weak solutions are important not only because they can be obtained for
boundary data with less smoothness than in the classical case, but also
because computational error estimates are expressed in a natural way in
terms of Sobolev norms.
The main conclusions of the investigation are contained in Theorems 2
and 3.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Consider a thin elastic plate of thickness h s const ) 0, which occu-0
3 2w xpies a region S = yh r2, h r2 in R , where S is a domain in R , and let0 0
Ž X. Ž Ž X. Ž X . Ž X..T X Ž .¤ x s ¤ x , ¤ x , ¤ x be the displacement vector at x s x, x ,1 2 3 3
Ž .where x s x , x . In the transverse shear deformation model discussed1 2
w xin 1 it is assumed that
¤ xX s x u x , a s 1, 2, ¤ xX s u x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a 3 a 3 3
T T TŽ . Ž .The vector field u s u , u , where u s u , u , satisfies the equilib-3 1 2
rium equation
Au x s q x , x g S ;Ž . Ž .
here q is a combination of the forces and moments acting on the plate and
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Ž .its faces, A is the 3 = 3 -matrix operator defined by
yh2mDyh2 lqm › 2qm yh2 l q m › › m›Ž . Ž .1 1 2 1
2 2 2 2yh l q m › › yh mDyh lqm › qm m›A s ,Ž . Ž .1 2 2 2 0ym› ym› ymD1 2
› s ›r› x , a s 1, 2,l and m are the Lame constants of the material´a a
satisfying l q m ) 0 and m ) 0, and h2 s h2r12.0
For simplicity, in what follows we use the same notation for spaces,
norms, and inner products of scalar and vector functions. The symbols
5 5 Ž . w 2Ž .xl? and ?, ? denote the norm and inner product in L S for all0; S 0; S
2 5 5 Ž .l g N. When S s R , we write ? and ?, ? .0 0
Ž 2 .We denote by H R , m g R, the standard real Sobolev space ofm
XŽ 2 . 5 5 2 Ž2three-component distributions u g S R with norm u s H 1 qm R
< < 2 .m < Ž . < 2j u j dj , where u is the Fourier transform of u. In what follows˜ ˜
we denote equivalent norms by the same symbol, so the norm of u g
Ž 2 . 5 5 2 5 5 2 3 5 5 2H R can be defined by u s u q Ý =u . For any m g R, the1 0 01 is1 i
Ž 2 . Ž 2 .spaces H R and H R are dual with respect to the duality gener-m ym
Ž .ated by ?, ? .0
2 2 T TŽ . Ž .We consider the space L R of all u s u , u with finite normv 3
2
u xŽ .
5 5u s dx0, v H 2 22½ < < < <R 1 q x 1 q ln 1 q xŽ . Ž .Ž .
1r22
u xŽ .3q dx ,H 4 22 5< < < <R 1 q x 1 q ln 1 q xŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .2and the bilinear form a u, ¤ s 2H E u, ¤ dx, whereR
2 E u , ¤ s h2E u , ¤ q h2m › u q › u › ¤ q › ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
q m u q › u ¤ q › ¤ q u q › u ¤ q › ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 3 1 1 3 2 2 3 2 2 3
E u , ¤ s l q 2m › u › ¤ q › u › ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
q l › u › ¤ q › u › ¤ .Ž .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
Ž .E u, u is the internal energy density of the plate.
Ž 2 . XŽ 2 . 5 5 2Next, H R is the space of all u g S R with finite norm u s1, v1, v
5 5 2 Ž . Ž 2 . Ž 2 .u q a u, u . H R is the dual of H R with respect to the0, v y1, v 1, v
Ž . 5 5duality generated by ?, ? , and its norm is denoted by ? .y1, v0
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Let S be a simple closed C 2-curve that divides R2 into interior and
q y ˚ q 2Ž . Ž .exterior domains B and B . H B is the subspace of H R , m g R,m m
q qŽ .consisting of all u such that supp u ; B . For any m g R, H B is them
Ž 2 . q "space of the restrictions of all u g H R to B . Let p be them
2 " Ž q.operators of restriction from R to B . The norm of u g H B ism
5 5 q 5 52 qdefined by u s inf ¤ . If m s 1, then the normsm; B m¤ g H ŽR . : p ¤sum
˚ q qŽ . Ž .of u g H B and u g H B are equivalent to1 1
1r23
225 5u q =u x dx .Ž .Ý0; B H i½ 5qBis1
˚ q qŽ . Ž .For any m g R, the spaces H B and H B are dual with respectm ym
Ž . qto the duality generated by ?, ? .0; B
˚ y 2Ž . Ž .Let H B be the subspace of H R consisting of all u such that1, v 1, v
y yŽ .supp u ; B . We denote by H B the space of the restrictions from1, v
2 y Ž 2 . Ž y.R to B of all u g H R . The norm of u g H B is defined by1, v 1, v
5 5 y 5 5u s inf ¤ .1, v ; B 1, v
2 yŽ .¤gH R : p ¤su1, v
Ž y. 5 5 2 yIt is easily verified that the norm in H B is equivalent to u q0, v ; B1, v
Ž .41r2a u, u , wherey
2
u xŽ .2
y5 5u s dx0, v ; B H 2 2y < < < <B 1 q x 1 q ln 1 q xŽ . Ž .Ž .
2
u xŽ .3q dxH 4 2y < < < <B 1 q x 1 q ln 1 q xŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .yand a u, ¤ s 2H E u, ¤ dx. This norm is fully compatible with they B
w xasymptotic class A introduced in 1 .
˚ yŽ . Ž . yThe dual of H B with respect to the duality generated by ?, ?1, v 0; B
Ž y. 5 5 yis denoted by H B , and its norm by ? . The dual ofy1, v ; By1, v
y ˚ yŽ . Ž .H B is H B , which can be identified with a subspace of1, v y1, v
Ž 2 .H R .y1, v
Ž .Let H S , m g R, be the standard Sobolev space of distributions on Sm
w x 5 5 Ž . Ž .2 , with norm ? . For any m g R, H S and H S are dual withm; S m ym
Ž . 2Ž .respect to the duality generated by the inner product ?, ? in L S .0; S
Suppose that the plate occupies a finite domain Sq bounded by two
simple closed C 2-curves ›S and ›S , with the former lying strictly insidei e
the latter. The curve ›S is also the boundary of an interior domain Sy ,i i
which we regard as a hole in the plate; the curve ›S is also the boundarye
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y Ž q. Ž y.of an infinite exterior domain S . The spaces H S , H S ande m m i
˚ q ˚ y q yŽ . Ž . Ž .H S , H S , m g R, are defined as for B above. H S andm m i m , v e
˚ y yŽ .H S , m s "1, are defined as for B . The trace operators that mapm , v e
Ž q. Ž . Ž . qH S continuously to H ›S and H ›S are denoted by g and1 1r2 i 1r2 e i
q q q  q q 4g . We also introduce the trace operator g by writing g u s g u, g u .e i e
q Ž q. Ž . Ž .Clearly, g is continuous from H S to H ›S = H ›S . The1 1r2 i 1r2 e
Ž y. Ž y.traces of u g H S and ¤ g H S on ›S and ›S are denoted by1 i 1, v e i e
y y y y Ž y.g u and g ¤ . The operators g and g are continuous from H S andi e i e 1 i
Ž y. Ž . Ž .H S to H ›S and H ›S , respectively.1, v e 1r2 i 1r2 e
We consider boundary value problems with Dirichlet, Neumann, and
mixed boundary conditions.
Ž .In the classical problem D with Dirichlet boundary data we seek
2 q qŽ . Ž .u g C S l C S such that
Au x s q x , x g Sq,Ž . Ž .
u x s f x , x g ›S , u x s f x , x g ›S .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i e e
2Ž . 2Ž . 2Ž . Ž .Let ›S s ›S j ›S . We write L ›S s L ›S = L ›S and H ›Si e i e m
Ž . Ž .  4s H ›S = H ›S , m s "1r2. The norms of F s f , f in thesem i m e i e
spaces are defined by
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 2F s f q f , F g L ›S ,Ž .0; › S 0; › S 0; › Si ei e
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2F s f q f , F g H ›S , m s "1r2.Ž .m ; › S m ; › S m ; › Si e mi e
2Ž .The inner product of F, G g L ›S is defined by
² :  4  4F , G s f , g q f , g , F s f , f , G s g , g .Ž . Ž .0; › S 0; › S 0; › Si i e e i e i ei e
Ž . Ž q.The variational problem D consists of finding u g H S such that1
˚ q qq  4a u , ¤ s q , ¤ ;¤ g H S , g u s F s f , f , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0; Sq 1 i e
Ž q. Ž .where q g H S and F g H ›S are prescribed andy1 1r2
a u , ¤ s 2 E u , ¤ dx.Ž . Ž .Hq qS
w x Ž . Ž q.In 3 it is shown that 1 has a unique solution u g H S , which satisfies1
5 5 q 5 5 5 5 qu F c F q q .Ž .1; S 1r2; › S y1; S
Ž .In the classical problem N with Neumann boundary data we seek
2 q 1 qŽ . Ž .u g C S l C S such that
Au x s q x , x g Sq,Ž . Ž .
Tu x s g x , x g ›S , Tu x s g x , x g ›S ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i e e
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where
2 Ž . 2 2 2h lq2m n › qh mn › h mn › q h ln › 01 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
2 2 2 2 Ž .h ln › q h mn › h mn › qh lq2m n › 0T s 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 0Ž .mn mn m n › qn ›1 2 1 1 2 2
w xis the boundary operator of the normal moments and shear force 1 and
Ž .Tn s n , n is the unit outward normal to ›S.1 2
Ž . Ž q.The variational problem N consists in finding u g H S such that1
² q : qqa u , ¤ s q , ¤ q G, g ¤ ;¤ g H S , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0; › S0; Sq 1
˚ q 4 Ž . Ž .where G s g , g g H ›S and q g H S are prescribed on ›Si e y1r2 y1
and in Sq, respectively.
Let F be the space of the rigid displacements in R2, which is spanned
Ž .T Ž .T Ž .T w xby 1, 0, yx , 0, 1, yx , and 0, 0, 1 1 . It is easy to verify that z g F1 2
Ž .if and only if a z, z s 0. Since every z g F is infinitely differentiable, for
2 < Ž .any subset B of R we may identify z with z and the space F B of allB
these restrictions with F.
Ž .Clearly, 2 is solvable only if
² :qq , z q G, z s 0 ;z g F . 3Ž . Ž .0; › S0; S
w x Ž . Ž .In 3 it is shown that if 3 is satisfied, then 2 is solvable, any two
Ž .solutions of 2 differ by an arbitrary rigid displacement, and there is a
solution u such that0
5 5 q 5 5 q 5 5u F c q q G .Ž .1; S y1; S y1r2; › S0
Ž .We also consider the classical problem M in which we seek u g
2 q q 1 qŽ . Ž . Ž .C S l C S l C S j ›S such thati
Au x s q x , x g Sq,Ž . Ž .
Tu x s g x , x g ›S , u x s f x , x g ›S .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i e e
˚ q qŽ . Ž .We introduce the subspace H S ; ›S of H S which consists of all1 i 1
q ˚ qŽ .u such that g u s 0. The dual of H S ; ›S with respect to the dualitye 1 i
˚ qŽ . Ž .qgenerated by ?, ? is denoted by H S ; ›S .0; S y1 e
Ž . Ž q.The variational problem M consists in finding u g H S such that1
q ˚ qqa u , ¤ s q , ¤ q g , g ¤ ;¤ g H S ; ›S , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0; › S0; Sq i i 1 ii
gqu s f ,e e
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˚ qŽ . Ž . Ž .where q g H S ; ›S , g g H ›S , and f g H ›S are pre-y1 e i y1r2 i e 1r2 e
w x Ž .scribed functions. From the results in 3 it follows that 4 has a unique
solution, which satisfies
5 5 q 5 5 q 5 5 5 5u F c q q g q f .˚Ž .1; S H ŽS ; › S . y1r2; › S 1r2; › Si ey1 e i e
w xIn 4 it is shown that the above problems can be reduced to similar ones
for the homogeneous equilibrium equation by means of a particular
solution of the non-homogeneous equation in the form of a so-called area
Ž .potential with density q. Consequently, in what follows we consider D ,
Ž . Ž . Ž q.N , and M that consist, respectively, of finding u g H S such that1
˚ q qa u , ¤ s 0 ;¤ g H S , g u s F , 5Ž . Ž . Ž .q 1
² q : qa u , ¤ s G, g ¤ ;¤ g H S , 6Ž . Ž . Ž .0; › Sq 1
q ˚ q qa u , ¤ s g , g ¤ ;¤ g H S ; ›S , g u s f . 7Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0; › Sq i i 1 i e ei
´3. THE POINCARE]STEKLOV OPERATORS
 4 Ž . Ž q. Ž .Let F s f , f g H ›S , and let u g H S be the solution of 5 .i e 1r2 1
We define the Poincare]Steklov operator T q by´
² q : q qT F , C s T F , c q T F , c s a u , ¤ ,Ž .Ž . Ž .0; › S 0; › S 0; › Si i e e qi e
F g H ›S , 8Ž . Ž .1r2
Ž q. q  4where ¤ is an arbitrary element of H S such that g ¤ s C s c , c .1 i e
Ž .Definition 8 is consistent; in other words, it is independent of the choice
Ž q. q qof ¤ , for if ¤ , ¤ g H S are such that g ¤ s g ¤ s C, then ¤ y ¤1 2 1 1 2 1 2
˚ qŽ . Ž . Ž .g H S and from 5 it follows that a u, ¤ y ¤ s 0. In particular,1 q 1 2
we can take ¤ s lqC, where lq is an operator of extension from ›S to Sq
Ž . Ž q. q qwhich maps H ›S continuously to H S , so that g l C s C for any1r2 1
Ž .C g H ›S .1r2
We introduce the spaces
² :H ›S s C g H ›S : C , z s 0 ;z g F ›S , m s "1r2, 4Ž . Ž . Ž .0; › Sm m
q q Ž .and denote by N the restriction of T to H ›S .1r2
Ž . q Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. i T is continuous from H ›S to H ›S .1r2 y1r2
Ž . qii T is self-adjoint in the sense that
² q : ² q :T F , C s F , T C ;F , C g H ›S . 9Ž . Ž .0, › S 0; › S 1r2
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Ž . q Ž .iii ker T s F ›S .
Ž . q Ž . Ž .iv N is a homeomorphism from H ›S to H ›S .1r2 y1r2
Ž . Ž . Ž q. Ž .Proof. i Let F, C g H ›S . If u g H S is the solution of 51r2 1
and ¤ s lqC, then
22q² :T F , C s a u , ¤ F a u , u a ¤ , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .0; › S q q q
5 5 2F ca u , u C ;Ž . 1r2; › Sq
q Ž .therefore, T F g H ›S andy1r2
5 q 5 2 ² q :T F F ca u , u s c T F , FŽ .y1r2; › S 0; › Sq
5 q 5 5 5F c T F F . 10Ž .y1r2; › S 1r2; › S
Ž . 5 q 5 5 5 qBy 10 , T F F c F , which proves the continuity of T .y1r2; › S 1r2; › S
Ž . q Ž .ii The self-adjointness of T follows from 8 .
Ž . q Ž . Ž .iii It is obvious that T z s 0 for any z g F ›S . If F g H ›S ,1r2
q Ž . Ž .T F s 0, and u is the solution of 5 , then a u, u s 0; therefore, u g Fq
q Ž . qand F s g u g F ›S . This also shows that N is injective.
Ž .  Ž i.43 2 Ž .iv Let z be an L -orthonormal basis for F ›S . Repeatingis1
w x Ž q.the proof of Theorem 7 in 3 , we find that for any u g H S1
3
2q Ž i.q5 5u F c a u , u q g u , z . 11Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý1; S q 0; › S
is1
Ž . Ž .Let F g H ›S , and let u be the solution of 5 . By the trace theorem1r2
Ž .and 11 ,
5 5 2 5 5 2 q ² q :F F c u F ca u , u s c N F , F .Ž .1r2; › S 1; S 0; › Sq
5 5 5 q 5 Ž q.y1Hence, F F c N F , which proves that N is continu-1r2; › S y1r2; › S
q Ž .ous. If the range of T is not dense in H ›S , then there is ay1r2
ˆ Ž . Ž . Ž .non-zero F in the dual space H ›S rF ›S of H ›S such that1r2 y1r2
q ˆ² : Ž .F, T C s 0 for all F in the class F and all C g H ›S . Taking0; › S 1r2
Ž . ² q :F g H ›S and C s F, we find that T F, F s 0; therefore, F g0; › S1r2
ˆŽ .F ›S , which means that F s 0. This contradiction completes the proof.
Ž .For any curve S, we denote by H S , m s "1r2, the subspace ofm
Ž . Ž . Ž .H S consisting of all c such that c , z s 0 for any z g F S .m 0; S
We now introduce the Poincare]Steklov operators T y and T y for Sy´ i e i
and Sy , respectively, and list their main properties, which are establishede
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w xin 5 . We write
a u , ¤ s 2 E u , ¤ dx , a u , ¤ s 2 E u , ¤ dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hy, i y, ey yS Si e
Ž . Ž y. Ž .Let f g H ›S , and let u g H S be the unique solution of thei 1r2 i 1 i
problem
˚ y ya u , ¤ s 0 ;¤ g H S , g u s f . 12Ž . Ž .Ž .y, i 1 i i i
y Ž y . Ž .The operator T is defined by T f , c s ya u, ¤ , where c gi i i i 0; › S y, i ii
Ž . Ž y. yH ›S is arbitrary and ¤ g H S is such that g ¤ s c . The operator1r2 i 1 i i i
y Ž . Ž .T is self-adjoint and continuous from H ›S to H ›S , andi 1r2 i y1r2 i
y Ž . Ž .ker T s F ›S . Its restriction to H ›S is a homeomorphism fromi i 1r2 i
Ž . Ž .H ›S to H ›S .1r2 i y1r2 i
Ž . Ž y. Ž .Let f g H ›S , and let u g H S be the unique solution ofe 1r2 e 1, v e
the problem
˚ y ya u , ¤ s 0 ;¤ g H S , g u s f . 13Ž . Ž .Ž .y, e 1, v e e e
y Ž y . Ž .The operator T is defined by T f , c s ya u, ¤ , where c ge e e e 0; › S y, e ee
Ž . Ž y. yH ›S is arbitrary and ¤ g H S is such that g ¤ s c . The1r2 e 1, v e e e
y Ž . Ž .operator T is self-adjoint and continuous from H ›S to H ›S ,e 1r2 e y1r2 e
y Ž . y Ž .and ker T s F ›S . The restriction of T to H ›S is a homeomor-e e e 1r2 e
Ž . Ž .phism from H ›S to H ›S .1r2 e y1r2 e
y Ž .We now introduce an operator T on H ›S by writing1r2
y y y  4T F s T f , T f g H ›S , F s f , f g H ›S . 4 Ž . Ž .i i e e y1r2 i e 1r2
y Ž . Ž .Clearly, T is self-adjoint and continuous from H ›S to H ›S ,1r2 y1r2
y ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and ker T s F ›S = F ›S . We write H ›S s H ›S = H ›S ,i e m m i m e
y y ˆyŽ .m s "1r2. Let N be the restriction of T to H ›S , and N the1r2
y ˆ ˆyŽ .restriction of T to H ›S . Clearly, N is a homeomorphism from1r2
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .H ›S to H ›S .1r2 y1r2
q y Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. N y N is a homeomorphism from H ›S to H ›S .1r2 y1r2
q y  4Proof. The continuity of N y N is obvious. Let F s f , f gi e
Ž . Ž i. Ž e. Ž . Ž . Ž .H ›S , and let u, u , and u be the solutions of 5 , 12 , and 13 ,1r2
Ž .respectively. By 11 ,
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 qF s f q f F c u1r2; › S 1r2; › S 1r2; › S 1; Si ei e
Ž i. Ž i. Že. Ž e.F ca u , u F c a u , u q a u , u q a u , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .q q y, i y, e
² q y :s c N y N F , FŽ . 0; › S
q y 5 5F c N y N F F . 14Ž . Ž .y1r2; › S 1r2; › S
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Ž q y.y1 q yHence, N y N is continuous. If the range of N y N is not dense
ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . Žin H ›S , then we can find a non-zero F g H ›S rF ›S the dualy1r2 1r2
Ž .. ²Ž q y. : Ž .of H ›S such that T y T C, F s 0 for all C g H ›S0; › Sy1r2 1r2
ˆ qŽ . ²Žand all F g F. Taking F g H ›S and C s F, we obtain N y1r2
y. .: Ž .N F, F s 0. By 14 ,0; › S
¡ Ž i. yu x , x g S ,Ž . i
q~u x , x g S ,Ž .z x sŽ .
Ž e. y¢u x , x g S ,Ž . e
ˆŽ .which belongs to F; consequently, F g F ›S and F s 0. This contradic-
tion completes the proof.
q Ž . q  q 4We now define an operator p on H ›S by p F s T F, f ,i 1r2 i i e
 4 Ž .F s f , f g H ›S .i e 1r2
q Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2. p is a homeomorphism from H ›S to H ›S =i 1r2 y1r2 i
Ž .H ›S .1r2 e
q Ž q.y1Proof. The continuity of p is obvious. We claim that p existsi i
Ž q. Ž .and is continuous. Let u g H S be the solution of 5 . By Theorem 5 in1
w x Ž q. 5 5 2 q w Ž . 5 q 5 2 x3 , every u g H S satisfies u F c a u, u q g u ; hence,1; S 1r2; › S1 q e e
2 2 2
q5 5 5 5 5 5F F c u F c a u , u q fŽ .1r2; › S 1; S 1r2; › Sq e e
2q q 5 5s c T F , f q T F , f q fŽ . Ž . 1r2; › S0; › S 0; › Si i e e e ei e
5 q 5 5 5F c T F Fy1r2; › S 1r2; › SŽ i i
5 5 5 5 5 5 2q f F q f1r2; › S 1r2; › S 1r2; › S .e ee e
5 q 5 5 5F c p F F .H Ž› S .=H Ž› S . 1r2; › Si y1 r2 i 1r2 e
5 5 5 q 5Consequently, F F c p F , which proves the1r2; › S H Ž› S .=H Ž› S .i y1 r2 i 1r2 e
Ž q.y1continuity of p .i
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž q.Let g , f g H ›S = H ›S , and let u g H S be the solu-i e y1r2 i 1r2 e 1
Ž .  q q 4 Ž . qtion of 7 . Then F s g u, g u g H ›S and, evidently, p F si e 1r2 i
 4g , f , which completes the proof.i e
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4. THE SINGLE LAYER AND DOUBLE LAYER
POTENTIALS AND THEIR PROPERTIES
Let D be a matrix of the fundamental solutions for the equilibrium
Ž . 2equation, that is, a 3 = 3 -matrix satisfying AD s d I in R , where d is
Ž .the Dirac distribution and I is the identity 3 = 3 -matrix. The explicit
w xform of D can be found in 1 . The single layer and double layer potentials
w xwith smooth densities are introduced and studied in 1 . Their properties
w xfor densities in Sobolev spaces are established in 5 . Here we summarize
them without proof.
Let S, Bq, and By be as in Section 2, and let gq and gy be the traceS S
Ž q. Ž y. Ž .operators that map H B and B B continuously to H S . The1 1, v 1r2
single layer potential of density a given on S is defined by
Va x s D x y y a y ds , x g R2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H y
S
Ž . Ž 2 . 5 5 5 5If a g H S , then Va g H R , Va F c a , and AVa s 0.1, v 1r2; S1r2 1, v
The boundary operator V defined by V a s gqpqVa s gypyVa is0 0 S S
Ž . Ž .continuous from H S to H S .y1r2 1r2
The double layer potential of density b given on S is defined by
T q yWb x s T D y y x b y ds , x g B j B ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H y y
S
Ž . qwhere T is T acting with respect to y. If b g H S , then p Wb gy 1r2
Ž q. y Ž y. "H B and p Wb g H B . The operators W of the limiting values1 1, v
on S of the double layer potential from within Bq and By are defined by
" " " " Ž . Ž .W b s g p Wb. W are continuous from H S to H SS 1r2 1r2
and satisfy the jump formula Wqb y Wyb s yb. Finally, AWb s 0.
 4We now define the single layer potential of density a s a , a gi e
Ž .H ›S byy1r2
Va x s V a x q V a x , x g R2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i e e
where V and V are the single layer potentials for ›S and ›S . Let p q,i e i e S
p y , and p y be the operators of restriction from R2 to Sq, Sy , and Sy ,S S i ei e w x qrespectively. Repeating the considerations in 5 , we find that P Va gS
Ž q. Ž y. Ž y.y yH S , p Va g H S , and p Va g H S ; also,1 S 1 i S 1, v ei e
5 5 q 5 5 y 5 5 y 5 5q y yp Va q p Va q p Va F c a . 15Ž .1; S 1; S 1, v ; S y1r2; › SS S Si ei e
The boundary operator V of the single layer potential, defined by0
q Ž . Ž .  Ž i.43qV a s g p Va , is continuous from H ›S to H ›S . Let z0 S y1r2 1r2 is1
2 Ž .be an L -orthonormal basis for F ›S . We define a modified single layer
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potential and its corresponding boundary operator by
3
Ž i. Ž i. 2² :V a x s Va x y V a , z z x , x g R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 0; › S0
is1
3
Ž i. Ž i.² :V a s V a y V a , z z .Ý 0; › S0 0 0
is1
We remark that the jump formula for the normal boundary moments and
shear force of the modified single layer potential takes the form
N qy N y V a s a , a g H ›S . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .0 y1r2
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3. V is a homeomorphism from H ›S to H ›S .0 y1r2 1r2
Ž . y1Proof. The continuity of V is obvious. By 16 and Lemma 1, V is0 0
Ž . Ž q y.also continuous. Let G g H ›S , and let N y N G s a g1r2
Ž . Ž .H ›S . From 16 it follows that V a s G, which completes the proof.y1r2 0
 4We introduce the double layer potential of density b s b , b gi e
Ž .H ›S by1r2
Wb x s W b x q W b x , x g Sqj Sy j Sy ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i e e i e
where W and W are the double layer potentials for ›S and ›S . Theni e i e
Ž q. Ž y. Ž y.q y yp Wb g H S , p Wb g H S , p Wb g H S , andS 1 S 1 i S 1, v ei e
5 5 q 5 5 y 5 5 y 5 5q y yp Wb q p Wb q p Wb F c b . 17Ž .1; S 1; S 1, v ; S 1r2; › SS S Si ei e
We define the boundary operators W " of the limiting values on ›S of
the double layer potential from within Sq and Sys Sy j Sy by Wqb si e
q y  y y 4q y yg p Wb and W b s g p Wb , g p Wb .S i S e Si e
We now introduce a modified double layer potential Wb and the
operators W" of its limiting values on ›S by
3¡
q Ž i. Ž i. q² :Wb x y W b , z z x , x g S ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 0; › S
is1~Wb x sŽ . Ž . 3
y Ž i. Ž i. y² :Wb x y W b , z z x , x g S ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 0; › S¢
is1
W qb s gqp q Wb , W yb s gyp y Wb , gyp y Wb . 4S i S e Si e
Ž . q y y qLEMMA 4. If b g H ›S , then W s V N b and W b s V N b.1r2 b 0 0
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Proof. Let x g Sy be arbitrary but fixed. For every i s 1, 2, 3 and
Ž . ² Ž i.Ž . q : ² q Ž i.Ž .b g H ›S we can write D y y x , T b s T D y y x ,0; › S1r2
: Ž i. yb , where D , i s 1, 2, 3, are the columns of D. Hence, if p is the0; › S S
operator of restriction from R2 to Sy, then p yWb s p yVT qb sS S
p yVN qb and, consequently, p y Wb s p yV N qb , which implies thatS S Sy q y q Ž qW b s V N b. The jump formulae W b y W b s b and N y0
y. q q yN V b s b now yield W b s V N b y b s V N b , and the asser-0 0 0
tion is proved.
5. THE SOLVABILITY OF THE BOUNDARY EQUATIONS
Ž . Ž .First we represent the solutions of 5 ] 7 in terms of modified single
layer potentials, that is,
u s p qV a q z , 18Ž .S
Ž .where a g H ›S and z g F. This yields, respectively, the systems ofy1r2
boundary equations
V a q z s F , 19Ž .0
N qV a s G, 20Ž .0
q q  4p V a q p z s g , f . 21Ž .i 0 i i e
Ž . Ž . Ž .We remark that 19 has weakly singular kernels, whereas 20 and 21
are singular integral equations.
Ž . Ž .  4THEOREM 2. For any F g H ›S , G g H ›S , and g , f g1r2 y1r2 i e
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4H ›S = H ›S , systems 19 and 21 ha¤e unique solutions a , zy1r2 i 1r2 e
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g H ›S = F ›S , and 20 has a unique solution a g H ›S . Fory1r2 y1r2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the solutions of 19 and 21 , formula 18 yields the solutions of 5 and
Ž . Ž . Ž .7 , respecti¤ely; for the solution of 20 , formula 18 with any z g F is a
Ž .solution of 6 .
Ž . Ž . Ž q.y1  4Proof. By Lemma 2, 21 is equivalent to 19 with F s p g , f ;i i e
Ž . Ž . Ž .thus, we discuss only 19 and 20 . The unique solvability of 20 follows
from Theorem 1 and Lemma 3.
Ž .Consider the equation V a q z s 0. Since V a g H ›S and z g0 0 1r2
Ž . Ž .F ›S , we have z s 0 and V a s 0; hence, a s 0, which proves that 190
3 ² Ž i.: Ž i. Ž .has at most one solution. We take z s Ý F, z z , so that 190; › Sis1
becomes
3
Ž i. Ž i.² :V a s F y F , z z . 22Ž .Ý 0; › S0
is1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Clearly, the right-hand side in 22 belongs to H ›S . By Lemma 3, 221r2
Ž .is solvable in H ›S .y1r2
Ž . Ž .The last assertion of the theorem follows from 15 and 17 .
 Ž j.43  Ž . Ž .4 Ž .Let z be a basis for F ›S = F ›S ] F ›S satisfying˜ js1 i e
² q Ž j. Ž l .:N z , z s d , j, l s 1, 2, 3, 23Ž .˜ ˜ 0; › S jl
2Ž .where the orthogonal complement is understood in the sense of L ›S
Ž j. Ž .and d are the Kronecker delta. Also, let z be the solution of 5 withˆjl
F s z Ž j., j s 1, 2, 3.˜
Ž . Ž .We now represent the solutions of 5 ] 7 in the form
u s p q Wb q z q z , 24Ž .ˆS
ˆ Ž j.Ž .where b g H ›S , z g F, and z is a linear combination of the z .ˆ ˆ1r2
Ž .Representation 24 yields, respectively, the systems of boundary equations
W qb q z q z s F , 25Ž .˜
N q W qb q N qz s G, 26Ž .˜
q q q q  4p W b q p z q p z s g , f , 27Ž .˜i i i i e
q  Ž . Ž .4 Ž . Ž .where z s g z g F ›S = F ›S ] F ›S . Here 25 is a singular˜ ˆ i e
Ž . Ž .integral equation, whereas 26 and 27 have hypersingular kernels.
Ž . Ž .  4THEOREM 3. For any F g H ›S , G g H ›S , and g , f g1r2 y1r2 i e
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ›S = H ›S , systems 25 and 27 ha¤e unique solutionsy1r2 i 1r2 e
ˆ 4 Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4 Ž .4 Ž .b , z, z g H ›S = F ›S = F ›S = F ›S ] F ›S , and 26˜ 1r2 i e
ˆ 4 Ž .  Ž . Ž .4 Ž .4has a unique solution b , z g H ›S = F ›S = F ›S ] F ›S .˜ 1r2 i e
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .For the solutions of 25 and 27 , formula 24 with z satisfying 5 for F s zˆ ˜
Ž . Ž . Ž .yields the solutions of 5 and 7 , respecti¤ely; for the solution of 26 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .formula 24 with any z g F and z satisfying 5 for F s z is a solution of 6 .ˆ ˜
Ž . Ž .Proof. Again, we remark that 27 is equivalent to 25 with F s
Ž q.y1  4 Ž . Ž .p g , f , so we discuss only 25 and 26 .i i e
Ž . q qTo prove uniqueness for 26 , we consider the equation N W b q
N qz s 0, which is equivalent to W qb q z s 0. Since W qs V N y, V y1˜ ˜ 0 0
s N qy N y, and N yz s 0, it follows that N yb q N qz s 0; therefore,˜ ˜
² y : ² q : yN b , z q N z, z s 0. Since T is self-adjoint, we have˜ ˜ ˜0; › S 0; › S
² y : ² y : ² y :N b , z s T b , z s b , T z s 0; consequently,˜ ˜ ˜0; › S 0; › S 0; › S
² q : Ž .N z, z s 0, so z s 0 and b s 0, which means that 26 has at most˜ ˜ ˜0; › S
one solution.
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Ž .To prove the solvability of 26 , we take
3
Ž j. Ž j.² :z s G, z z . 28Ž .˜ ˜ ˜Ý 0; › S
js1
ˆy q y1Ž . Ž .Clearly, 26 is equivalent to the system V N b q z s N G, or˜0
y1y y1 q qNˆ b s V N G y N z . 29Ž . Ž .˜0
Ž .To prove the solvability of 29 , we need to verify that its right-hand side
ˆ y1 q y1Ž . ² Ž .belongs to H ›S . Obviously, it suffices to show that V N Gy1r2 0
q Ž l .:y N z, z s 0 for l s 1, 2, 3. We have˜ ˜ 0; › S
y1y1 q q Ž l .² :V N G y N z , zŽ . ˜ ˜ 0; › S0
y1q q Ž l . q Ž l .² : ² :s N G, N z y z , N zŽ . ˜ ˜ ˜0; › S 0; › S
² Ž l .: ² q Ž l .:s G, z y z , N z . 30Ž .˜ ˜ ˜0; › S 0; › S
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 23 and 28 , the right-hand side in 30 is zero for l s 1, 2, 3;
Ž .therefore, 26 has a unique solution.
Ž . qTo prove uniqueness for 25 , we consider the equation W b q z q z s˜
q Ž . q0. Since W b q z g H ›S , it follows that z s 0. The equation W b q˜ 1r2
z s 0 is equivalent to N yb q N qz s 0, which has already been shown to˜ ˜
have the unique solution b s 0, z s 0.˜
Ž .To prove the solvability of 25 , we take
3
Ž i. Ž i.² :z s F , z z , 31Ž .Ý 0; › S
is1
3 3
Ž j. Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.² : ² :z s F , z z s F y z , z z . 32Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Ý Ý0; › S 0; › S
js1 js1
ˆyŽ . Ž . Ž .By 31 , F y z g H ›S . Equation 25 is equivalent to V N b s F y z1r2 0
y z, or˜
ˆy y1 qN b s V F y z y N z . 33Ž . Ž .˜0
Ž .To complete the proof, it suffices to verify that the right-hand side in 33
ˆ Ž .belongs to H ›S . We havey1r2
² y1 q Ž l .:V F y z y N z , zŽ . ˜ ˜ 0; › S0
² q Ž l .: ² q Ž l .:s F y z , N z y z , N z . 34Ž .˜ ˜ ˜0; › S 0; › S
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Ž . Ž . Ž .By 23 and 32 , the right-hand side in 34 is zero for l s 1, 2, 3, which
proves the theorem.
Ž .Remarks. i All the above results remain valid for piecewise smooth
0, 1 2 w xC -curves ›S and ›S consisting of finitely many C -arcs 6 .i e
Ž . Žii Problems with boundary conditions of other types including
.those for simply supported boundaries have been solved by similar meth-
w xods for connected plates in 7 .
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